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Empowering your Frontline workers



Frontline Workers are essential workers

Australia Day to honour 
frontline workers

Asian Paints and Starts India 

Salute Mumbai’s Frontline 

Heroes with Stunning Murals 

at Mahim Junction

Annual Celebrate Israel 
Parade goes virtual to thank 

frontline workers

New Yorkers stop and give 

daily thanks and gratitude for 

coronavirus frontline workers

The Duke and Duchess of 

Cambridge thank frontline 

healthcare workers in video 

call on Canada Day

A salute to our frontline 
heroes



Working without adequate tools

Clinicians Law 
Enforcement

Armed 
Forces

Fire 
fighters

Delivery 
services

DriversNurses Conductors Field 
Services

Public 
Services

Manual, repetitive tasks 

limit productivity

Silos and data dispersal 

inhibit performance

Proliferation of consumer 

tech creating security gaps 

Lack of onboarding and training 

resulting compliance risks



Unlock the full potential of your work force

Communicate

“Give me the tools 

and insights I need 

to perform”

Engage

“Recognize my 

contribution to my 

community”

Increase efficiency

“Free up my time 

from repetitive work 

to higher value 

work”

Secure

“Enable me to work 

seamlessly while 

keeping the data 

private”



Insert video 
full screen



Shifts

Tasks

Chat and Calling

Dashboard
Learning

Time Clock

Corporate 

Communications

Walkie Talkie

Remote 

Assistance

Documents

Security

Praise

Power Apps

Approvals

Unlock the full potential of your workforce with 
Microsoft 365





Promote frontline worker agility

Enable real-time communications and 

collaboration across manufacturing

Give workers a single 
destination for shifts, 
news, tasks and 
resources

Consolidate most-
used features as 
adaptive cards



Corporate communications

Chat and channels 

Utilize priority notifications

Video calls

Share images and 

annotate

Enable real-time communications and 

collaboration across manufacturing

Enable seamless and secure communication for 
all users



Enable secure comms without geographic 
limits

Enable real-time communications and 

collaboration across manufacturing

Not limited by 

radio range

No crosstalk or 

eavesdropping

Secure and 

convenient

Works over Wi-Fi 

or cellular data

Communicate from 

anywhere with push-to-

talk and boost productivity

Reduce the number of 

devices employees must 

carry and lower costs



Digitize manual, paper-based tasking

Digitize workflows such 

as inspection and more

Assign tasks right 

within Teams

Set priority level and 

due dates
Tasks via Microsoft Teams

Include related images, 

links, and files

Expedite approval 

requests for managers 

Verify task completion 

with Smart Camera

Automate manufacturing processes and 

workflows



Automate routine and repetitive processes 
with customized low-to-no code apps

Power Platform and Microsoft Teams

Drive operational efficiency with prebuilt 

templates or custom solutions

Consolidate workflows for managerial 

functions

Streamline data capture and insights

Automate manufacturing processes and 

workflows



Create, update, and distribute schedules 
digitally

Shifts via Microsoft Teams

Create schedules from 

scratch or input from Excel

View/swap shifts, request time 

off, and pick up open shifts

Review and approve shift 

requests anywhere, anytime

Automate manufacturing processes and 

workflows



Enable secure and compliant 

productivity

Ensure security and compliance with Microsoft 

365
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